WE BELIEVE PASSION CREATES ART

We believe design makes a difference.
We believe performance influences perception.
We believe innovation should never stop.
We do it all because we believe a customer’s experience ultimately decides if you got it right.

Visit our website to learn more about the intelligently designed Compostable Naturally Seda Double Wall Hot Cups.
Double Wall Hot Cups from Seda®, featuring the intelligently designed Naturelly Seda Compostable line, deliver hot drinks without the need for any exterior support, such as sleeves or double-cupping. Created with the environment in mind, Ingeo™ biopolymer, a naturally advanced coating material made from plant sugars, not oil, helps reduce greenhouse gases and requires significantly less fossil fuels. This offers more post-consumer and commercial disposal options.

- **Leak-Proof & Comfortable to Hold:** With tight-fitting lids, hot cups won’t leak. They radiate warmth, but won’t burn fingers. Ingeo™ paperboard coating creates a strong liquid barrier.

- **Offer a Sustainable Choice:** With access to 100% renewable resources like Ingeo™ biopolymer, Seda is able to provide a quality compostable alternative.

- **Made in the U.S.A.:** Local availability reduces the customer’s carbon footprint.

---

**HEAT BARRIER TECHNOLOGY ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR SLEEVES OR DOUBLE-CUPPING**

---

**Contact Seda® North America today** to learn more about the Compostable Naturelly Seda Double Wall Hot Cups and other intelligently designed products that bring together the art and science of packaging.

sedapackaging.com

SEDA® NORTH AMERICA, Inc.  |  12501 Globe Drive, Mount Pleasant, WI 53177  |  Phone +1 262.417.1600
This cup is compostable in commercial facilities. The lid is not. Such facilities may not exist in your area. This cup is not designed for use in home compost piles.